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PART I

ORGANIZATION OF THE CONFERENCE

Opening of the Conference

1. The Second Session of the Conference of African Demographers, organized bythe

Economic Commission for Africa in collaboration with the United Nations Population

Division and the Office of Technical Co-operation with financial support from the.

United Nations Fund for Population Activities met at Addis Ababa, from 6 to .10 May-.
197U. The Executive Secretary1 s opening address was read on his behalf by

197U. The Executive Secretary<s opening address was read on his behalf by

Mr. D.K. Ghansah, Officer-in-Charge of the ECA Population Programme Centre, .

2. In his speech Mr, R.K.A. Gardiner, Executive Secretary of ECA reminecled the,

participants of the importance of their work especially at a time when the Member

States of the United Nations were preparing to adopt a global plan of action for

the solution of the population problems of the various regions of the world.

3. The Executive Secretary then touched on some of the activities of the ECA in

the field of population which included the completion of studies on the volume and

implications of migration to selected big cities in Africa, country case-studies

on the relationship between population trends and economic and social development

and other studies. He said that from 1975, national seminars would be organized to

bring the implications of population trends, revealed by the country case-studies

to the attention of administrators, economists and other policy makers.

U. On training, the Executive Secretary informed the Conference that the two new

regional institutes at Accra and Yound€ became fully operation.il in 1972. He

appealled to representatives to ensure that the facilities offered by the institutes

were fully utilized by the Governments of the region. He expressed the hope that

by the time of the 1980 round of population census, a sufficient number of nationals would

have been trained to man national census operations.

5. On co-ordination, the Executive Secretary mentioned the annual Regional Inter-

agency meetings of United Nations organizations which hed made it possible to

establish co-operative links leading to the transfer of some ECA projects to UNESCO and

for United Nations organizations toco-operate in the implementation of their

various projects, he also mentioned the annual meetings of Non-tfoited Nations

organizations, which also aimed at reducing duplication in the implementation of

population programmes in the region.

6. The Executive Secretary touched on World Population Year Activities and referred

especially to the World Population Plan of Action due to be adopted at the World

Population Conference in August 197^ in Romania. He hoped that the deliberations of

the Conference would help to guide the representatives of the Regional Consultation

that the ECA was organizing to consider the draft World Population Plan of Action

in ensuring that the plan: reflected the problems, solutions, and programmes which

would be of direct interest an.d benefit to/ithe people of the African region.
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7- Finally the Executive Secretary reminded the Conference of its main respons
ibility, which was to examine the work programme of the secretariat in the field of
population for the period 1976-1979 and to make recommendations to the Technical
Committee of Experts. In doing so, he asked the delegates, to bear in mind the
demographic situation in the region, and expressed the hope that they would approach
their task with the objectivity required of experts. . . ,. V'c

Participation

8. The following member States of the Commission were represented" Burundi the
Central Africa*! Republic, Dahomey, Egypt, Ethiopia, the Gambia, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho,
Liberia, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Rwanda, Senegal, Somalia, Sudan, Swaziland, Togo

T?u tt *f ?!*!* Republlb °f Tan^ia, Upper Volta, Zaire and Zambia. Representatives
of the United Nations Population Division and the United Nations Fund for Population
Activities alsoparticipated. There were observers from FAO, UNICEF, ILO, UNESCO the
Cairo Demographic Centre, the Regional Institute for Population.Studies (Accra) the
institut de Formation et de Recherche Demographiques (Yaounde), and the OECD. The
Governments of the Netherlands, Sweden, Romania and the United States of,America were
also represented.

Election of: Officers

9. Thei;Cpnference elected Mr. Landing Savane (Senegal) as Chairman and Mr. A.M.
Monyake (Lesotho) as Vice-Chairman. :

Adoption ofvthe Agenda

^nda^s *Lf!r^lad0Pted ^ P™"10**1 <*enda vith a few amendments. The adopted

1. Opening addresses

2. Election of Chairman and Vice-Chairman

3. Adoption of agenda

b. (a) Matters arising from the second meeting of the Conference of Ministers
meetings of the Executive Committee, the Technical Committee of Experts
and the first session of the Conference of African Demographers; , '

(b) Matters arising from the Sessions of the United Nations Population
Commission.

5. The African Population Programme': . .

(a) Report on ECA activities in the field of populationV

(i) Studies .

(ii) Information Service and Clearing House Activities
(iii) Meetings, workshops, study tours, etc.
(iv) Training

(v) Advisory services
(vi) Regional Co-ordination
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(b) Programme of assistance in demographic data collection and analysis
: including:

(i) African Census Programme

(ii) ■ Programme of Integrated Demographic, Social and Economic Statistics
and Analysis

(iii) World Fertility Survey.

6. Future needs in population and amendments required in the ^
of the Population Programme Centre in order to meet those needs

7. Regional contribution to the World Population Year :.-..

8. Regional preparatory consultations for the World Population Conference

including:

(i) Draft World Population Plan of Action :

(ii) Other matters ■.*...

9. Other business, including date and place of next session

10. Adoption of report and recommendations ■"-j

11. Closing session. , .,

. CONSIDERATION OF SUBSTASTIVE AGENDA ITEMS ' ^

Matters arising from ECA meetings .

n Introducing this item, a representative of the secretariat drew the attention
of "the Srencf to a number of recommendations made at various ECA meetings.

12 In that connexion he drew attention to the following at^^f^^oTand
Report oY the fourth meeting of the Technical Committee of Experts (E/CH,lU/602.and

E/CN.lU/TECO/21.

(i) «... the Committee noted with satisfaction that the country case studies
U' on inter-relations of population growth and economic asocial development,

called for by the Conference of Ministers by resolution 230U)» ™=
beine continued, as well as studies on the inter-relations of family size
ana IS health and welfare. ... It was also appreciated t^t some of

-■ Se case studies would have to he up-dated, 'Jan the basis of_7 data and
li t b ovided by the population censuses being ^e

Se case studies would have to he updated, J _
analysis to be provided by the population censuses being ^ertaken^by
number of African countries and the programme of integrated d«»°^^"
social and economic statistics and analysis, yhlch was being formulated
by the ECA and United Nations Headquarters."- (para. 219);

(ii) "The Committee noted the increasing interest of African Governments in
(their) population situation, two most recent instances being.^ ^
of familyllanning programmes as part of economic and social de™l°Vg
by the President of Liberia and the statement by the President of Zaire

on Adesired birthsJ ..." (para. 223); :
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111) The Conamttee noted with regret that a number of studies, scheduled for

the year (1973/7*0 could not either be started or completed, partly
because of recruitment difficulties but mainly because the- strengthening of

the UNFPA financed staff urged by the Committee ..., upon which the
approved programme had been prepared, had not been provided by Head
quarters", (para. 225).

<

13. With regard to the strengthening of the staff, the representative of the secretariat
drew the attention of the Conference to a recommendation which it had made at its

first session urging that the Population Programme Centre be strengthened to make it *

possible for it to. implement its work programme in full. The Conference was informed that
the situation with regard to secretariat posts had not changed since 1971 and that the
Technical Committee of Experts had accordingly approved the postponement of the
following projects:

(i) Study of mortality differentials in economic, social and cultural and
ethnic groups in urban and rural areas, planned for 1973/197^;

(ii) Study of the problems of refugee population in selected countries and
their social and demographic consequences, planned for 1973/1971*;11

(iii) Study of mortality patterns in nomadic and sedentary populations\

(iv) Publication of African Population Journal;

(v) Study of marriage patterns and their relations to fertility.

!**. The. Ctp?'s-.-o7W3 '*£■; further 5~<~^-^,d thut the following A .^rcj'Krts hnd been trans
ferred to UNESCO with its consent: .

(i) Study of the effects of education on the volume of migration and economic
activity;

(ii) Working Group on communication aspects of family planning programmes (UNFPA
had already approved funds for a similar seminar 'Family Planning Communication

Seminarr, being organized by the UNESCO regional office in Dakar);

(iii) Comparative studies of communication techniques used by African countries
in their population programmes.

15. The Conference was; informed that ,t]je Technical Committee of Expert^ had agreed

that the Working Group on; Demographic Aspects- an£ Manpower and Employment. (1975)
should be sponsored jointly with ILO an^/that the Committee had also recbmniended
that the Working Group on Demographic Aspectsof Educational Planninjg (J97S) should
be sponsored jointly with UNESCO. ... , ['.. l';( -

■■■■■■■'■ : ■ 3,;

16. The representative of the secretariat drew the attention of the iJoniference to
the decision of the Technical Committee of Experts on thie draft resolution for action
by the Commission which had been unanimously adopted by the Working Group on Fertility
Levels, and Differentials in Africa and the Prospects for the Future at its meeting

held in December 1972t The Committee after noting various resolutions of the
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Economic and Social Council and a recommendation of the first session of the Con

ference of African Demographers, endorsed in general paragraphs 5 and 7 of the draft

resolution contained in Part II of this report and recommended that the resolution

■"be considered also by the Second Session of the Conference of African Demographers

and referred to the fifth meeting of the Technical Committee of Experts after which

it would be presented to the third Conference of Ministers in 1975 for adoption.

17. The Conference was then informed that the Technical Committee of Experts had

recommended that efforts should be made to ensure that the required staff resources

could be obtained from UNFPA in order to implement the work programme in full. In

that connection the Conference noted that with effect from 1 January 197^ two

additional regional advisory posts and a secretariat post for the country case-

studies had been approved.

18. Concerning the decisions of the first session of the Conference of African .
Demographers, the representatives were informed that the attention of the Technical

Committee of Experts and other ECA bodies had been drawn to the recommendation, that

maternal and child health services should include family planning services for those

who desired them and that family planning programmes where they were in operation

should offer maternal and child health services.

19. The attention of the Conference was also, drawn to the recommendation made at

the first session of the Conference of African Demographers on studies and investiga

tions of sub-fecundity and sterility prevailing in some j>arts of Africa. - The E(2A

secretariat had already assisted the University of Ibadan in formulating a project

on that topic, and a technical meeting to discuss it had been held in 1973. The

project was being considered by UNFPA for financii:,!?. UNFPA had, however, already

given assistance to the Government of Cameroon for a study of the. same'problem.

20. With regard to ECA population meetings, the Conference took note of the

recommendations of the Seminar on Statistics and Studies of Migration and Urbanization

concerning .studies, including definitions 6f the urban population, and policies on .

internal'migration and urbanization in African countries. The Con?3reiiae noted the
recommendations made by the Working Group oh Fertility concerning the improvement -

of census and survey methods, study of fertility, fertility regulation, family life

education and inter-relations of population and development along with the draft

resolution for action by the Commission. The Conference also noted the recommenda

tion of the Seminar on Techniques of Evaluation of Basic Demographic Data contained

in annex II, which concerned the importance of evaluation of and post-enumeration
veys on population censuses and sample surveys and the evaluation of data of

African cbuntries. It also noted the publication of the report of that Seminar and

a number of selected papers in the African Population Studies series.

21. The Conference .also studied the recommendation that courses at the United

Nations sponsored institutes should cover subjects such as sociology, economies,

mathematics, statistics and other relevant topics as ancillary to technical

demography, so that trained demographers could further specialize in the various

branches of demography such as social demography, economic demography, mathematical
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demography and sample surveys. That recommendation had been brought to the atten

tion of the Advisory Committees and Governing Councils of the Regional Institute for

Population Studies in Accra and of the Institut de Formation et de Recherche

Demographiques in Yaounde. . ,

22. The recommendation by the Eighth Session of the Conference of African Statisticians

that the sessions of the Conference of African Demographers should in future precede

those of the Conference of African Statisticians so that the Statistical implications

of the deliberations of the Demographers could be conidered by the Statisticians was

also noted. That hovever, did not imply that the Conference of African Demographers

should report to the Conference of African Statisticians since the Conference of

African Demographers was a separate and autonomous body of the Commission which.dealt

with topics,outside the jurisdiction of statisticians in the countries of the region.

23. In the discussions that followed representatives took note of the various

points and recommendations to which the secretariat had drawn their attention. The

Conference .expressed its gratitude to EGA,and other United Nations organizations

for the measure of co-ordination that had so,far been achieved and had led to co

operation in the implementation of their projects. It was, however, felt that there

was still more to be done at the country level.

2k. The Conference regretted that the activities of the Population Association of

Africa could not be co-ordinated with those of EGA in order to avoid the clash

between the dates for the Conference of African Demographers and the inaugural

meeting of the Association which had prevented some people from attending both

meetings. The representatives expressed the-hope that there would be better co

ordination between the two bodies in future. , .

25. On ECA projects which had been postponed, the Conference accepted a recommenda

tion that the African Population Journal, whose publication ECA had intended to assist,

should now be dropped from the ECA work programme since the Population Association of

Africa was launching a similar journal entitled Jimla Mutande.

26. It was recommended that in future meetings of the Conference of African Dem

ographers should be held in even years while those of the Conference of African

Statisticians should be held in odd years, thus giving the Statisticians the
opportunity to deal with the statistical implications of the deliberations of the

Conference of'African Demographers. . .

2?. In answer to a question on recruitment problems, the representative of the
secretariat explained that while recruitment was a problem common to the whole '•
United Nations system, ECA had a particular problem in the recruitment of Africans 'J<
for its secretariat posts since most African countries which had demographers to

spare had over-subscribed their quotas.

Matters arising from the sessions of the United Nations Population Commission

28. The representative of the secretariat highlighted the various decisions affecting
the region which had been taken by the Population Commission at its seventeenth

session and at special session. Most of those decisions concerned the African Census

Programme and training.
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29. Where the African Census Programme was concerned, some reasons were given to
the postponement of certain censuses. In connexion with the recruitment of experts,

It was thought that the 80 per cent level so far reached was encouraging. The.
representative of the Population Division informed the Conference of the recommendation

to exchange African experts. He said the United Nations was prepared to finance
the use of such experts if arrangements for their exchange could be made by the

countries concerned.

30. On the importance of collecting data on economic characteristics in censuses,
the consensus reached was that even though such data might be difficult to collect,

an attempt should be made to collect them since they helped to explain certain

demographic trends.

31. The Conference also reiterated the need to undertake post-enumeration checks in

connexion with population censuses.

32. On training at existing United Nations sponsored centres, the Conference noted

the recommendation of the Population Commission to the effect that the facilities
at RIPS and IFORD.should be offered to trainees from other regions which could not

accommodate them.

33. The Conference also noted the desirability of the United Nations support for

national institutions, especially at the undergraduate level, and the inadvisability
of establishing more full-fledged institutes like RIPS and IFORD until the facilities
at existing institutes had been put to full use.

3U. The Conference was informed that no' definite decision had yet been taken on
the establishment of inter-disciplinary training centres including the one proposed
for the Maghreb - for the training of African administrators and decision-makers in

the field of population.

The African Population Programme

Report on ECA population activities from January 1972 through December 1973

35. In introducing the item, the representative of the secretariat gave the Con

ference some information as to the structure of the Population Centre. The Centre,
which had been set up in September 1969, now had three substantive sections the -^
General Demography Section, with three professional staff posts, one being financed from
the regular budget\ the Fertility Studies Section, with two professional staff posts;

and the Development and Policies Section with two professional staff posts, one of
them in the Information Services and Clearing Souse Unit. In addition, there was
the office of the Chief, which consisted of the Chief, two professionals^(one regular
budget post) for the macro- and micro-case studies project, and four regional advisory
posts. In all, therefore, the Centre had Xh professional posts, 10 secretarial posts

and k regional advisory posts at present.
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36. It was" considered that the General Demography Section, which ha^yto deal .with

estimating and projecting population distribution, mortality, migration and urbanissa-
tion and, with evaluating and adjusting data, was particularly under-staffed, as wasr ,

tfie■ Dtfvelopaent and Policies Section. Those two sections could be strengthened by >r

adding at least one post to each. An appeal was therefore made to UNFPA to provide ,

the necessary staff resources requested for the Centre for 1975. The representative
of the secretariat informed the Conference that if the increase was not forthcoming,

some of the projects recommended would have to be dropped. The Conference was

further inftfrmed that the number of secretarial posts funded by UNFPA had remained

the same since 19&9. ■■"-,.....

Studies

37. ■ ''- The representative of the secretariat drew the attention of the representatives

to the studies completed during the period under review, some of which had been

prepared for , seminars, working groups and the like. The Conference commended the

efforts of the Population Programme Centre in preparing the studies and recommended

that those which;had not yet been translated should be translated and distributed in

order to make it possible for governments other than those directly concerned to

know the results obtained.

Information Services and Clearing House Activities

38. The representative of the secretariat told the Conference about the Centre,s

publications, including the African Population Newsletter; the African Population
Studies Series, the first issue of which had just been published; and the Demographic

Handbook, for Africa, the._ third edition of which was to be published soon.

39. He informed the representatives of measures being taken to improve and expand

the Population Programme Centre's Information Services and Clearing House activities.

With a view to expanding those services, ECA had already asked UNFPA for extra

resources. The Conference unanimously appealed to the United Nations Population

Division and UBF7A tp support that request and to provide the extra resources needed.

In that connexion, the representative of the United Nations Population Division told

the Conference that if EGA prepared a project worthy of funding, that project would be

supported. >y\this Division.

kO. Representatives were asked to help to improve the coverage of.the African

Population Newsletter by providing ECA with material from the countries on population;

for publication* For this purpose a xevision of the list of liaison officers,in the ;

countries concerned was soon to be undertaken;: : •■• , . ■'[ -,;i" ■' .:.

Hi. - The.representative of Ghana informed the Conference ibat thanks 'to financial ";;
assistance from the Population Council, the fifth vbllime of the Report' on the 1960
Census of Ghana (the Administrative Report) was now ■available in Fretich at 0/10 or
$US9. The Population Council had already asked for a number of copies, but he did
not know to what countries they would be distributed.
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U2. The secretariat appealed to representatives to ensure that copies of all
publications issued on all aspects of population by their countries were^seWt
to the Population Programme Centre to help the Centre to build up its

Reference Unit.

Meetings, working groups , study tours» etc.

U3 The secretariat drew attention to the meetings sponsored "by the Population
Programme Centre during:the past two years and to others for which the Population
Programme Centre had provided support by preparing papers for them and/or by parti
cipating in them. The policy adopted for "be future was to hold two technical

meetings a year in addition to non-technical meetings such as the two annual; co-.
ordination meetings. The secretariat appealed to the African members of the Popula
tion Commission to endeavour to attend the meetings of Non-United Nations Organiza
tions because attendance in the past had not been very encouraging. Countries
which W^re members of the Population Commission at present were: Egypt, Ghana "

Mauritania, Rwanda, Tunisia and Morocco.

kk. The participants unanimously requested ECA.to notify their Governments Of
meetings in -time for them to be able to decide on the right type of people to
attend. They also asked that every effort be made to provide all documents for
future meetings in the two working languages of ECA. It was also suggested that
documents for meetings should either be sent to1 participants before the meetings
or supplied to them on arrival, but not at'the time of registration.

U5. In answer to a question, the representatives were informed that provision had
been made for funding study tours either for individuals or groups on request of
Governments. Requests.for such funding could be made through UNDP, from whom

fellowship nomination forms could be obtained.

46. The Conference had before it the report of the Meeting on Training in Dem
ography and Population Programmes held at Yaounde, Cameroon, from 22 to 26
January 19TU. Introductory statements were made by the representatives of the \
Cairo Demographic Centre (CDC), the Regional Institute for Population Studies, ,;;
(RIPS) and tne Institut de Formation et de Recherche Demograpfai:<iues (IFQRD)..^,

i*7. In endorsing the report of the Meeting, the Conference strongly recommended
that the entrance examination for IFORD trainees should be discontinued although
it acknowledged that some kind of screening was necessary.

U8. The Conference also expressed the hope that candidates with an adequate back
ground would be admitted to the second year course at RIPS and the second or third
year at IFORD.

**9. It also urged that training facilities for middle-level personnel should be

: offered by IFORD. . . ' ' r.
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50. The Ccaferen.ce questioned tne desirability of IFORD's awarding two diplomas,
one after a 2-year course and another after th6 3-year course., : In addition to the;-.
fact that such an arrangement might not be satisfactory for all the countries
covered "by IFORD, at the present stage of IFORD's development, it was not the most
convenient one, particularly in view of the possibility that the diplomas might
be recognized by the University of Yaounde.

51. The Conference took note of the facilities offered by some national institutions
in demographic teaching and research and in that connexion urged co-operation,
rather than competition, between national and regional institutions.

52. In order to ensure better use of the regional institutes, the Conference sug

gested that their syllabus should be made available to the, countries concerned.

53. The interdisciplinary'nature of demography was once again stressed, and the ■.. •

idea of providing demographic training to non-demographers was strongly stressed.

5U. For IFORD the Conference suggested that a "scientific committee" should be

set up; it was noted however, that in considering such a committee, the terms of

reference and composition of the Advisory Committee should be kept in mind. - ; ..

■.-■■"■'*" ■.■■ ■ . v i1 ■ ■■ ■ . ■ . .

55. To cater for more trainees, the Conference urged that the United Nations fellowship
system should be reconsidered and that trainees should, if they wished, be allowed to

take their families with them at their own expense. The secretariat drew the attention

of the Conference to the dangers and difficulties inherent in that proposal.

56. On the role Of the regional institutes, concern was. raised as to the burden^being

borne by the host countries as compared to that of other countries using the facilities.
The Conference urged that Directors of the United Nations Regional Institutes attend

its future sessions.

Advisory Services ..,., . .f .

57. The Conference took note of the advisory services rendered by the;Population

Programme Centre during tke period under review. It also tppk note of;^he increased
facilities within the ECA secretariat as a result of .the .increase"'in the'number of

regional advisory posts from two to" four in 197^ in accordance wrfcfr-rejpeated requests

made at- various ECA population meetings. Representatives were urged to make use of

the services offered and were reminded that regional advisers could visit countries en

advisory missions only on request' from 96vernments. Itwas suggested that copies

of reports of regional advisers should be made available to those concerned in the

countries visited.

Regional co-ordination '■•'■'"' : -

58. The attention of the Conference was drawn to the links that had been forged
between the: ECA.Population Programme. Centre and other Un.ited Nations organs, in^the
implementation of population projects in the region. The Conference^wja's. j&lso informed^
of efforts being made by Non-United Nations Organizations to co-ordinatb their activities.
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The Conference, noted these achievements and urged the organizations to continue
their effort's. Th£ Conference also urged all countries of the region to
c?n#^eria?.?&&n$ ^he idea of forming co-ordination bodies at the national level
with a view to co-ordinating activities in the field of population in every country.

Programme for the preparation of case studies on the relationship between population .
growth and economic and" social development r

59. '; Ehe Conference took note of the ECA progress report on the programme for the
preparation of country case studies on the relationship between population growth
and economic and social development.

60. The representatives said that their Governments were interested in studies of
the k.ind.under discussion, and it was the feeling of the Conference that such case-
studies were an essential part of the efforts to foster a better understanding of
the growth and development machinery in the region.

61. The Conference strongly encouraged the secretariat to continue the programme
and to strengthen it since the successful completion of the programme would undoubtedly
helptqjprovide the planning systems now employed in African countries with a tool for
analysis which would be highly useful in both the formulation and the implementation
of national development plans. ,

th ^The Conference therefore recommended that in carrying out the case-study programme,
ECA should co-operate more fully with other United Nations bodies, such as FAO, the
110, UNESCO, U1JICEF and WHO and with organizatibnS <dutside the United Nations system,
such as OECD and the European Documentation and Information Centre, in particular

(a). Including in the studies data provided by those organizations,.such as
estimates of the rural, active and school-age population -and similar information^

(b) Joining with those organizations in sponsoring national seminars, working
and other meet.,™« of experts to be held after the programme currently under-

63; The Conference suggested that national seminars should be held in the countries
covered by the programme before the convening of the meeting of the expert
group for the scientific evaluation of the country case-studies with a view to
their publication by EJCA. However, since thenational seminars would take a number
or year to be .completed, the suggestion,was not considered feasible.

ft' .^^specialists and research workers were urged to conduct their work with
the idea of sharing the benefits derived from it in such a way that all their
colleagues in the region might profit from the findings obtained.

65L- ^?on*erence recognized that considerable benefit would be derived from the
ftT1™P^X°n °f exPerts at the highest level from other regions in the meeting of
the expert group scheduled for the beginning of 1975 and urged the secretariat to
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consider the need to extend the list of participants to include representatives of
the various different schools of thought which now existed throughout the world on
questions of population and development with a view to ensuring that the discussions
held at the meeting were objective and thoroughly impartial.

Demographic manval of concepts and definitions suitable for African .countries J,

66. Speaking on the subject of the demographic manual of concepts and definitions

suitable for African countries, the representative of the ECA secretariat described
the way in which the, secretariat envisaged the manual and the approach it planned to

take in preparing it. ;

67. The manual would be neither a demographic dictionary nor a comprehensive
demographic work. In other words, it would not contain those terms which were con

sidered to be adequately defined in other documents or concepts whose meaning was
unambiguous and presented no difficulties in the African context. It would define
only concepts which were typically African and those which had not already been
defined or had been defined in a way which was ill-suited to African conditions.

68. in carrying out its task, the ECA secretariat intended to refer to the follow
ing sources: (a) The replies to the questionnaires on demographic concepts and
definitions which it had sent to the statistical and demographic services of its
member countries; (b) Manuals prepared by countries for the use of census takers and
those conducting demographic surveys;.(c) The document entitled "African recommenda
tions for the 1970 population censuses" (E/CN.14/CAS:6/6/1); (d) Information given
by African demographers to ECA officials when they were oh mission in the countries
in the region and (e) the United Nations Multilingual Demographic Dictionary.

69. The representative of the secretariat pointed out that the first chapter

of the Manual had been drafted and was annexed to the.document submitted to the
Conference.with a view to giving the participants an idea.of what the manual would
be like when completed. He asked the Conference to give its views as to the .

secretariat's approach to the manual. .

70 During the discussion which followed, one of the participants questioned the
usefulness of the manual as such, which he said would add nothing to what was already
available inthe Multilingual Demogrjiahic dictionary.

71. Many of the representatives expressed ;regret that such a useful and importance

document as the one which had been submitted on the question of the manual had not
been translated into English to enable the English-speaking participants to give

their comments on the draft. ,..,.. /'.■_.■

72. The Conference agreed on the usefulness of aridthe need for a manual of demo
graphic concepts and definitions suitable for African countries. It was the general
feeling that such a document could not be made part of a population,census manual
as one participant had suggested. The Conference as a whole;Wa.s also of the yiw
that work on the manual should not be abandoned on the premise/tKat the material in

the Multilingual Demographic Dictionary was enough.
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73. The Conference urged ECA to continue work on the manual along the lines
indicated on'the understanding that participants mig£t ST&taoit observations i&

connexion. For that purpose ECA was urged to speed up the translation of thV

for distribution to all the representatives.

74. It was pointed out that tliere was need for close cooperation between national

experts and the ECA experts responsible for preparing the manual. Particular

importance was;attached to the replies which countries had been asked to make to
the questionnaires sent them by ECA. ECA was also asked to'co-operate with IUSSP
which was already engaged on work of a similar nature.

Progress report on the preparation of a manual for middle level training in demography

75. A progress report on the manual of demography for middle- and intermediate- level

trainees was .presented by the ECA secretariat. It was indicated that the'jnanualjwas

being prepared in response tp demands made at several ECA meetings for middle-level ■
training in the African region. The manual was also being prepared to reduce the i.-.
problem created by the short supply and expenslveness of text books; an^iQoS^pplyca base
on which lecturers involved in teaching middle-level courses could forttalatftijtbeiroi

own teaching programmes. The manual, would therefore help to systematize the contents

of lectures while allowing for individual initiatives on the part of lectUrerS;-■>.■■>;■

76. It was noted that ECA had in the past been responsible for teaching programmes

at the middle level in some countries of the region. Consequently, the contents of•.
the draft manual to some degree reflects to past experience of ECA in that connexion.

The ECA* representative pointed out that the secretariat was nevertheless very-much

open to suggestions on ways of improving the present draft manual and would welcome

comments and suggestions which took into account the level and objectives ofi the

training concerned.

77.. The participants discussed the general outline and content of the manual /

and encouraged ECA to continue its preparations. In doing so, the secretariat1 was.

urged to broaden the content of the manual to include the study and analysis of- ^

population distribution, sample measures of internal migration and population :

concentration. One representative suggested that a general treatment of census

and vital registration methods should be included. The suggestion that a chapter

on marriage and nuptiality should be added was drbpped on the grounds that marriage

was a difficult concept to measure, given the variations in African systems of

marriage and kinship. Besides, it was felt that the techniques for the calcula

tion of crude marriage rates were similar to those for fertility rates. In order

to harness the experiences of the:staff members of statistical training centres,

it was suggested that copies of the manual should, be },serit to the centres for

comments and suggestions. It was; also felt that mere illustrative .examples should

be included in the manual for students. ','*'..
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reparation of methodological

of fertility and infant mortality in Africa

78 A status report on the preparation o£ the pilot studies of fertility and infant
locality waTpr^sented by the ECA representative. It was pointed out that plans

held at Addis Ababa in December 1970.

79. The representatives were informed that the objectives of the study included
e f h thodology and the testing of *« ^"^"J ****

79. The representatives were inr j
the development of a research methodology and the testing of *« ^"^"J
African conditions. It was stressed that the aim was not to evolve swathing
entireiynew but mainly, to test the adequacy of procedures already in use ™ Africa
and elsewhere. Given the adequacy of the sample, some basic demographic data would
a?so bHollected for use in,?he study areas. In addition, the surveys would afford
some ODOortunity for examining more closely the interesting relationship between the
Sl^lsPKattems of infant^ortality and those of fertility f**^0***?*
it possible to evaluate the dynamics of population change and of attitudes toward
desired and achieved family size much more effectively.

80. Representatives noted that plans had been made to carry out such studies in
three countries- - Ethiopia, Ghana and Cameroon. Those countries had been selected
in o^der^o promote comparability of results and because of administrative convenience.
The «presenLtives noted the wish of ECA to include Egyprin the study, which would
furtherlromote and strengthen comparability of results and ensure the participation
of all the regional training centres.

81 The technical details of the studies as given in the background document were
outlined^ In particular, the sample design, size and selection were discussed
extensively. Representatives cautioned that due regard should be given to the use of
appropriate sample size and techniques, taking into consideration thewise variations
in the pattern and level, of population concentration in different parts of the African
repion. In that connexion, the representative of the secretariat assured them
that everything possible would be done. to ensure the scientific design and _
application of adequate sampling techniques and that basic considerations of cost and
time and variations in local conditions of settlements and of life in general

would be taken into account.

82. ! After examining the list of 24 items to be investigated by the studies,
participants considered the inclusion of other items, It was felt that ^q"^0"
on industry should be asked along with that on occupation in order to obtain mean-.
tnBful remits on the occupational placement of individuals. It was also suggested
that ethnicity should be investigated. The secretariat welcomed that ^^"?" but
its representative noted that for political reasons, studies of ethnic c°™P°"«°"
had remained a sensitive topic in many African countries. Consequently, the
could be included only in those areas where it would be safe to do so.
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83 Some doubts were expressed about the usefulness of investigating the causes of
death, Riven the difficulties of definition,; application and coding of results.™ _
ECA representative explained that the secretariat had considered that problem seriously
and had taken it up with WHO, which would be providing some guidelines on the use
of descriptive terminologies of the symptoms of the causes of death. WHO was already
using certain descriptive categories of the causes of death in on-going projects on

the relationship of fertility to infant mortality in the Sudan, SierraLeans and
Algeria. The secretariat promised to hold further consultations vith WHO on the
problem, but representatives were reminded that because of the methodological
orientations of the pilot studies, it would also be useful to examine the adequacy
of existing methods of measuring the common casues of death.

84. Other suggestions on improving the technical details of the pilot studies
were made. A restructuring of the household schedule was suggested and accepted.
It was also felt that the questions on fertility and infant mortality should be
asked of all women in the reproductive age group. In that connexion, the representative
of the secretariat noted that the original suggestion to confine the questions
to married females was made in the interest of making the sample more homogenous.
One representative felt that the studies should also give detailed Consideration to •
fertility differentials by mode of life, size of localities and other socio-economic
variables. It was, however, pointed out that fertility variations would certainly
be investigated within the general framework of the study of the relationship
between fertility and infant mortality. A comprehensive study of differentials
along the lines suggested would be proper for a survey specially designed for that
purpose. The use of calendars of local events was recommended with the proviso
that sufficient care should be taken to ensure that the events were related to the
area of investigation. To that end, as many localized calendars as possible should

be developed.

PS The relevance of the questions on the survival of parents was discussed. It
was accepted that a few countries had included such questions in their investigation
and that it was not easy to indicate their.wide applicability considering in ,/:
particular the sensitiveness of the questions and the limited use so far made of
the method of analysing the results. It was however felt that in the interest of
testing their suitability from the methodological point of view, the questions
could be asked during the studies. The representative of tho secretariat assured
the Conference that plans were already being made for the analysis and interpreta
tion of the data to be collected. ECA was already working on the recommendation of
thte Working Group on Fertility Differentials in Africa and the Prospects for the
Future (Addis Ababa, December 1972} concerning the use of more complex statistical
techniques including multiple correlation analysis in studying differentials. f.v-

... •■ t' * ■■'•'■'■ ■ ■ '■'■."■

86. Existing arrangements for co-operation between ECA and WHO in implementing the
studies were highly commended. The secretariat was requested to increase the number
of agencies to be involved and in particular to co-operate with the International
Statistical Institute (ISI) which had responsibility for the World Fertility

Survey.
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87. Detailscof the co-operative links between ECA and WHO were outlined by the

representative of World Health Organization. It was observed that in the last few

years co-operation and exchange of information between WHO and the ECA Population

Programme Centre in the field of vital and health statistics had developed

satisfactorily. In particular, WHO had benefited from the valuable contribution of

ECA to the inter-regional project to carry out ad hoc surveys on infant and early

childhood mortality organized by WHO and supported by UNFPA. This project was at

present being implemented in Algeria, Sierra Leone and the, Sudan.

88. A meeting of those co-operatinp tn the project had been convened in Geneva in .;
April and the ECA Population Programme Centre had been invited to send a representative.

The objectives of the meeting had been to review the progress of the ad hoc surveys

and the problems encountered in the collection and primary processing of data;

to discuss the preliminary findings of the country projects and to specify additional

research issues for the surveys and the relevance of the results of the formulation,

management and evaluation of public health programmes; to assess the progress made in

the preparation for data processing and to discuss proposals for coding and tabulating

data related to the. core items in the surveys;, to formulate project proposals for 1975 and

prepare recommendations for the 1975 project budget and to consider possibilities for joint

action, and sponsorship of similar>activities in other countries of Africa and for.an

exchange on questions of po-ordination of training activities of statisticians in the field
of family planning statistics and evaluation. .

89. Since ECA had riot been represented at that meeting, the World Health Organization
sought tHfe>JLews of the Population Programme Centre on:

(1) Surveys of infant and childhood mortality in relation to fertility patterns;

(2) The participation of the Population Programme Centre in a 2-3 weeks1

training workshop (in English) in a country of the WHO Africa Region early xhis autumn; and

The planning for the end of 1975 or for 1976 of a joint ECA/WHQ meeting for-

African countries, on Health Trends and Prospects in Relation to Population and Development.

90. The ECA representative assured the WHO representative that ECA would co-operate fully

in the execution of the three projects and invited him to provide LCA with more details
about their implementation. . .-.','. ;

91. The discussion on the Pilot Studies wound up on a note of commendation, and ECA
was urged to continue its efforts towards the execution of the pilot studies. The

Conference noted that the production of the manual, Methodological Guidelines for Pilot
Studies of Fertility and Mortality in Africa, was a step in the right direction. It urged

the secretariat to finalize the draft and make it available in both English and French
for comments and suggestions. ... ... r. ,-..-.
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The African Census Programme

92 A report on the African Census Programme was presented by the project &>■*'***■■.
who stated that 22 countries were/at present participating in the programme, includ-
ing 15 countries that had never before held a population census. The combined
population of the 22 participating countries had been estimated at 167 million
inhabitants, or approximately 45 per cent of the total population of Africa.

93 The general plan adopted by most countries p'articipanting in the African
Census Programme included a complete count of the population, household by
household, with minimal subject coverage plus a sample survey for the collection^
of detailed population characteristics. In some countries the sample survey woula
be conducted at the same time as the complete count operation simply by-using an
expanded questionnaire for selected enumeration areas. In other countries the
sample survey would be carried out at a later stage by re-en^eratmg selected

areas.

94. The attention of the representatives was drawn to the list of- items reco. .*Je
for inclusion in the African Census Programme and to the list of ^~Jed
tabulations both of which were included in the background document u/CN.14/CAD.,/-2.
Comments; on both lists were solicited from the participants.

95. The project officer reported that seven of the twenty-two countries _
taxticipatinE in the African Census Programme - the Congo, The Gambia, Liberia, th-
lK^«S*Sc. Mauritius, Nigeria, and the Sudan - had already taken: *ho« ,
censuses and were in the process of tabulating and publishing the results.
Preliminary data had been released for several countries, and similar data on
torn would ;ooh be available. By mid-1976 final or preliminary *»* *hp^er
available for all or nearly all of the 22 countries participating m thep^cgr^m-,.

96. Eight regional advisers were at present assigned to the African Census
Programme including specialists in census cartography, sampling and data P*"
and experts in the organization and administration of census prograameS^
the past two years, the regional advisers, assisted by some members of tfte
Population Programme Centre and the ECA Statistics Division, had carried ftttt! 58
missions to 24 countries. In addition, two special missions had been"WlGrttke*
to advise the Liptako-Gourma Development Authority on statistical requirements at

the Sub-regional level.

97 At the country level, 26 census experts were actually at tieir post, and
several more were in process or recruitment. Participants were invited to suggest
candidates for employment on the African Census Programme, either as country experts
or as regional advisers. In addition to appropriate academic training, candidates

should have practical experience in the planning and conduct of population

ceristis'es.

93. Besides supplying census experts, it was reported that the United Nations was
providing other types of assistance, including fellowships for the training of
technical and administrative personnel of the countries concerned, a limited
number of vehicles required for preparatory work and follow-up surveys, office
machines and salary supplements for local staff involved in the preparation and

conduct of the censuses).
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99. An important element of the African Census Programme was the training of technical
and administrative personnel who would be responsible for carrying out the census and
survey programmes in their own countries. In that regard four workshops had been organized
so far under the auspices of the African Census Programme, and several more were planned

for 1975 and 1976.

100. With regard to post-enumeration evaluation surveys, it was stated that

individual countries were being encouraged to undertake some type of survey to measure
the completeness and accuracy of their census data. Five of the countries had already
mentioned plans for post-enumeration evaluation studies, and others were expected to

include such studies in their final programme.

101. It was reported that steps had already been taken to co-ordinate activities on
the African Census Programme with other related programmes, such as the FAO-sponsored
census and surveys of agriculture and the World Fertility Survey to be conducted by the
International Statistical Institute.

102. At its seventeenth session held in Geneva in October and November 1973, the United
Nations Population Commission had made certain comments and recommendations relating to
the African Census Programme and had asked to have them presented to the African Conference
of Statisticians and the African Conference of Demographers. Those comments and recommenda
tions had been reviewed in the light of revised census plans for many of the countries,
and it appeared that positive action was being taken on all of the questions raised by

the Commission. : .. '

103. Following the presentation by the project officer, questions were raised concerning
various aspects of the census programme. In regard to the number of censuses which have
been postponed until 1975 or later it was explained that there had been unexpected delays
in the recruitment of experts in the procurement of vehicles and other equipment and in
the release of funds for local costs. In some countries there had also been delays in
providing local staff nnd the necessary office sp ze and facilities. In a programme of such
magnitude and where there was little previous experience to provide guidelines, it was
not surprising that some problems had arisen. However, positive steps had already been
taken for their solution, 2nd no further delays were anticipated.

104. With regard to questionnaire content, it was pointed out that while certain

items had been recommended for inclusion in national censuses conducted under the

African Census Programme, each country wa? free to select those items which corresponded

most nearly to its own national requirements.

105. In connexion with theeo-ordinated census programme for the three countries

comprising the Liptako-Gourma development area .- Mali, Niger and Upper Volta - it
was suggested that the programme should be expanded to include Senegal, Mauritania and
Chad. It was agreed that the matter would be put to the Liptako-Gourma countries at their

next meeting. .
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African Household Surveys Programme

i™i" • 2} Planting document E/QL14/CAD.2/6, the representative of the secretariat
explained that the African Household Surveys Programme would be concerned with the
development of ongoing household survey capabilities in countries of the region.
Information on household sectors was one of the major areas where eaos in African

HTllr ^f t0.b!.£iiled' ^e hadbeen repeated request for assistance in
that connexion from individual countries and from the Conference of African
statisticians. _^

5ief aPProach t0 economic and social development adopted for the '■
S1h= i. PHSuDeV!l0pment Decade was an i»<Portant consideration because'it
required a very much broader statistical base than had been available in the^Lt
EJE,* Vf* that f* seve»teenth session of the United Nations Statistical
S? £S££S2U?i!ted ?" grCater emphaSis be t th "i f

tistical
£Si££.S2?i! ?" grCater emphaSis be put on the c°"e<=tion of basicparticularly thcough surveys.

^e^irOg^allmeWaS re8arded as a follow-up to the African Census Programme,
n lmpetUS t0 th<5 direCt collecti°" °f Sata from households. '

f l new Programme was the establishment of a system to allow for
SUPly f integr«ed dettographlc, social and related economic, daw. ?

hat draft Pr°P°sals for the programme had been fully
n7LV6SSl<mh1tHe Conference of African Statisticians held in

A- ? Conference had requested the organization of a Working Group on
th^Si, T1ZaU°n f! COntaCt °£ Ho«sehold Surveys in 1974 to de?ermln7
the technical and practical details of the programme.

^»'rr4A hous!ho?d s«"eys Programme Stefering Committee had been established within
Sat "tivitieTwe^.TT that * ™lti-<isciplinarv approach was adop^ Sd
tnat activities were properly co-ordinated. UNFPA had aereed to finance the Working
Croup, which was scheduled to meet fro* 2 to 10 September 1974? g

PrinclPal function of the programme would be to assist countries in

bilateral as well as international assistance.
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113. The Conference endorsed the need for countries to complete current population

censuses1and Other major1 field operations before embarking oh extensive household

survey programmes and emphasized that censuses provided geographical frames for . ,

surveys. It also stressed the importance of the guiding role of the Conference of

African Statisticians and the Conference of African Demographers in ensuring

satisfactory subject coverage of survey programmes.

114. It was agreed that provision of expert services should, in so far as was possible,

take the form of short regional advisory visits rather than of long-term country

assignments. However, it was suggested that help might be needed not only in respect

of the technical aspects of surveys but also in fields such as operations control and

organization and methods. .

115. Reference was made to current household survey projects in two countries, and

the secretariat undertook to examine them.

116.' Difficulties mentioned in relation to the establishment of permanent field survey

organizations were variations in, the number of enumerators needed for different surveys

and the problem of ensuring adequate facilities for processing the data collected. It

was noted that those difficulties would be examined by the Working Group itt' 'September.

The' general aim was to develop survey programmes with reasonably constant Wo-rk loads.

117. In reply to a question as to when countries could begin to participate in the

programme, it was pointed out that facilities for assistance had to be established first.

Participation would then depend on conditions in and the wishes of the individual

countries,. Countries which hadj not participated in the census programme would be free

to take part in the household surveys. „;.■.■

118. The FAO representative indicated that his organization1 vas interested in
the programme, particularly where it related to food consumption and nutrition surveys.

He reporited tha£ a corordination was being appointed to link FAO household survey efforts

with those pf otfyer agencies. In supporting the programme, he referred to integrated
household data"! as one of the principal sources of the information needed in preparing

reviews of nutrition projects^ such as the forthcoming World Population and Food Conference.

119. Interest in the pronraimne was also expressed by the UNESCO representative.

His organization had hitherto concentrated on the collection of information through

questionnaires addressed,%6> governments, but it now felt the need for household

surveys to provide more adequate data on topics such as educational attainment. ■

120. The Conference fully sppported the new household surveys programme but was of

the view that implementation of the African Census Programme should continue to be

given first priority.
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Review of ECA work programme in the field of population in "he period 1976-1979

with projections to 1979

World fertility survey

121. The Conference was informed of the arrangements for the Wor_d Fertility

Survey programme and of the African Regional Meeting on the prograTrjne hold in Addis

Ababa in December 1973. The arrangements for the survey had been explained to the

participants at that meeting and a proposed core questionnaire had been discussed.

The main point on which the meeting had expressed some reservation was the size of

the core questionnaire and the degree tp which it could be varied in the countries.

The participants had been informed that additional questions could be added if a

country so wished.

122. Concerning the means of financing the survey, the representatives were

informed that contact should be made with the secretariat of the World Fertility

Survey. The UNFPA could also be approached. They were also informed that the

surveys could be undertaken in conjunction with surveys and censuses already planned

under the African Census Programme. In that connexion the participants reiterated

a previous reconrertdr>ticn that African countries should give priority to the

censuses, which would provide them with basic data and that World Fertility Survey

projects should be considered only after the basic need had been satisfied.

123. The representative of Zaire told the Conference about efforts being made to

test the use of local languages in a fertility survey being planned in his country

under the World Fertility Survey programme. .

124. The Conference considered the :draft resolution passed by the Working Group

on Fertility Levels and Differentials in Africa und tlie Prospects fcr.the Fuiurfc.', /
and adopted it with a few amendments. The text of the draft resolution is ;

reproduced in Part II of this report.

125. The Conference reviewed and approved the draft work programme of ECA in

the fieid of population and urged UNFPA to provide the resources needed for its

implementation.

Regional contribution to World Population Conference : '

126. The attention of the Conference was drawn to the activities of the ECA

secretariat listed in document E/CN.14/CA 2/7 in connexion with the preparations

for the World Population Conference. Those activities included the preparation of

papers for the Conference and for the symposia organized in connexion with it and

the analysis of African replies to the Secretary-General's second inquiry on popula

tion and development. The Conference was also informed that the ECA secretariat

had actively participated in the meetings of the Preparatory Committee of the

Conference and thattvo staff members of the Population Programme Centre had parti

cipated in their individual capacities in two of the symposia organized in conne

xion with the World Population Conference. One of them had taken part in the

symposium on Population and Development and the other, in the symposium on

Population and Human Rights.
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127. Finally, the Conference was informedof the Regional Preparatory Consultation:

in connexion with the World Population Conference, which was being organized by

ECA from 13 to 16 May 1974.

128. On the question of whether the United Nations would finance the participation

of Member States in the World Population Conference representatives were informed

that the United Nations expected each country to finance its own participation,,

but if a country was in difficulty, it could apply to the secretariat of the Con
ference for assistance. The representative of UNFPA informed pxe Conference that

he had already reported the problem to the secretariat. :

129. The Conference appealed to all African countries to attend the Conference and

to present a united front during its deliberations.

Activities in different countries of the region , ;: _....,,..

130. Zambia: In c6tinexti6n; with the activities of the World'Population Year the
representative of ?a^i£ informed the Conference that arrangements were bdirig made far
an inter-ceiisiis sample survey to be undertaken in the whole country. A'arehessof'' '
population problem'was beirfgrcreated in the country through the mass-media. - Its'government

also proposed to participate in the Conference in Romania.

- Togor: The Tdgolese Government was trying to get data from the 1970 Census

published as soon as possible, and it was expected that some data would be available

in June 1974. The Togolese Government would be represented by a strong delegation

made .up of ,people from different disciplines connected with population. ,Jt had :
applied :tP an organization for assistance to finance its participation.. ,.

132< Zaire: The Zairian Government was promoting interest in vital registration
and educating the people on the implications of population trends for the nation. At
the same time advantage was being taken of the occasion to sound, the opinion of
people on whether the country was ready for a family planning programme. Zaire's

delegation to the conference to Romania would be an interdisciplinary team. , , :

133- Kenya: The Kenyan Government had already formed a national committee which was

planning a number of activities including the organization of seminars* One seminar

on population and economic development, which had been opened by the Minister of
Economic Planning himself, had already been held, and others were, being planned. A .
National. Population Commission had also been established.

134. Egypt: In connexion with the World Population Year a pfess Conference had
been held in January 1974 to give the public facts abotit the Egyptian population
and its influence on development with the aitn of creating awareness of population
problems among the people. Egypt had hosted the first of the Four Symposia on
Population and Development organized by the United1 Nations'in connexion with the
activities 6f the World Population Year. A census of population and housing was



being planned, uid-a national vital reg;stratioTi and fertility survey was also
being planned for 1974 and 1975 with UNFPA assistance. Two experts of ISI had
already visited Egypt and given advise in that, connexion. A postage stamp had been ,
issued i«^connexion"with the activities of the World Population Year, which showed
the importance Egypt attached to them.

135. Liberia: The Liberi&.n Government had undertaken a census in February 1974.
During the census publicity campaigns, publicity had also been given to the World
Population Year and the activities connected with it. A seminar on population and
youth had been held for the your.g people of the country in order to bring the
implications of population trends to their knowledge* There were regular radio
programmes on the World Population Year. The tiberian Government had prepared a
monograph on population axA development in Liberia, as it had been requested to do.

136. Ghana: An elaborate programme of activities had been prepared, which included
a seminar on population and development hold in May 1974. An easy competition

there

P*

137. Lesotho: A national planning cor^iittee had been established to find out
whether there was at population problem iiyie^ho considering population growth and

i hd blihd tht th tryhad aproblem in /terms
p prob y^ g pp g

resources. The committee had established that tho country,h.ad , a|rpr;oblem in /terms

of the relationship betwocr: population trends and th« country's resources. A
cabinet paper had therefor- been prepared by the Conraittce asking the Government

to initiate Appropriate -policies. A national population conference for which funds
had been requested from :tfre UNFPA "was to be'organised in Jiinev > The aim of the
Conference''was "to initiate;'and eticouraqe public -detote ard to encourage policy
makers to initiate a sound population £~=liey for the solution' -of the -country's

population problems.

138. : A study tcur was also being planned for July to(cn6ble:a- team of policy
makers to study :populeti<n'prograscEs-s and ptilidies in a nuabet of countries already-
implementing such programme;;. The national-pujfulation cbssnitteo!'»hich emphasized

the interdisciplinary nature of population. pTogranmes, was sending six young
graduates, to Sussex University to attend a. syxtposiua on Integrated .'pproach to

Population and Development; ; ; .,. ■.r-. -..._■ . . .

\3$' 'Senegal: Socio-economic^tyiieiy-'ef1 research on tho relationship between popula

tion and development Were beinj» carried cut in Senegal, and the'country'ifas_preparing

for a population census in .374. An experimental survey on the relationship

between population and economic development was also being planned, and the Govern

ment was trying to obtain fund:, for it,:-A: ssniinar on the role of the mass media . _

in population had just been completed, pnd UNESCO had,agreed;to organize a,seminar ,:

on Population and Development. The Government would participate in the World

Population Conference. .. j . • .• . ,... .
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140. Romania: The representative of Romania informed the participants of pre

parations his Government was making to make the World Population Conference a

success. Altogether about 10,000 people were expected in Bucharest for the Con

ference itself and parallel activities like the Tribune. Since provision could be

made for up to 12,000 people, there was, no need to worry about accommodation.

Arrangements had been made for all Romanian embassies to issue visas on the spot

promptly and free of chrage. His Government strongly supported the theme of the

Conference within the framework of Romania's policy that population problems should ..

be solved within the framework of economic and social development.

United Nations Fund for Population Activities

141. The representative of the Fund said that the purpose of the Conference of

African Demographers was to review the activities performed by ECA and to prepare

guidelines to be followed by ECA and the African countries in their approach to

population problems. It went without saying that the Fund's objective was both

important and timely in view of the shortage of basic population data which were

vitally needed for economic and social development planning and of the urgent

requirement for greater knowledge of the causes and effects of population problems,

142. In an effort to meet those needs, the United Nations Fund had since its

establishment steadily increased the assistance it provided to Africa at the request

of individual African countries and of ECA.

143. In 1971 the Fund had provided allocations in the amount of $1.5 million for

national and regional population programmes in Africa, a figure which had risen to

$15 million by the end of 1973. During that period, the Fund had financed flO

assistance projects in 35 countries and 70 regional projects.

144. The Fund supported a very broad range of activities, which included programmes

for the collection of basic population data training, increasing the knowledge and

understanding of population dynamics, the formulation and implementation of demographic

policies, family planning, education and communications.

145. Measures taken by the Fund in support of those activities were always based on

general decisions and recommendations adopted by the United Nations General Assembly

and Economic and Social Council and by the administrative bodies of other United Nations

organs which dealt with population matters, including those adopted by the Conference

of African Demographers at its first session, which gave some indication of the Fund's

interest in the work of the Conference.

146. In referring.to some of the projects financed by the Fund, he aaid tha^ projects

in connexion with the collection of basic demographic data included: ..

(i) The African Census Programme, which was providing assistance to 19

countries;

(ii) Projects to assist the Governments of Ghana, Swaziland, Tunisia and

Zaire in improving and expanding their system for the registration of

vital statistics;
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(iii) Projects to assist the Governments of Lesotho, Liberia, Zaire,
Egypt, Togo and Zambia in carrying out demographic surveys;

fiv) A project to assist the regional advisory services provided by 13 ECA

population experts;

(v) Seminars, Working Groups etc.

147. In the field of training, the Fund was providing support to the national
universities in Sierra Leone, Botswana, Lesotho, Swaziland, Liberia, Nigeria and
Zaire in connexion with the incorporation of demography courses in their curricula.

It was also supporting regional training and research institutions.

148. Where family planning was concerned, the Fund was assisting programmes in

Mauritius, Algeria, Egypt and Tunisia for the incorporation of family planning^ >

activities in maternal and child health services.

1*9; In assisting such projects, the Fund worked with the recipient countries in
a spirit of mutual understanding and respect. It did not insist on any particular
population policy or on any specific way of approaching population problems and
acted only at the request of countries and international organizations. All requests

for assistance were considered in the light of the value of the projects concerned
in furthering the aims and objectives of the Fund and in providing solutions to

problems at various levels. In considering requests for financial aid which were
submitted to it, the Fund was particularly concerned with determining whether the
need for assistance was real and with ascertaining the level of priority given

to a programme by the Government or organization submitting the request for it. ■

150. The Fund benefited from the help of all competent United Nations bodies in

evaluating the technical aspects of requests and in the overall formulation of
projects. Requests were submitted for comment to those United Nations bodies which

were competent to review them so that the Fund might be certain that all technical

questions pertaining to the requests were taken into consideration, thus avoiding
any duplication of activities.

Draft World Population Plan of Action

151. The participants discussed at considerable length the draft World Population

Plan of action and came to the conclusion that it was generally in consonance with

African aspirations, consistent with the recommendations of African countries

expressed at various ECA meetings and elsewhere and flexible enough to

accommodate the differences in the population problems of the countries of the

region. Representatives commended the United Nations for the effort made in
drafting the Plan. After discussing various points, the Conference dropped all the

amendments suggested except the following ones:

(i) In Section A - Background to the Plan, paragraph 8, "explosive rate11

in the first line should be changed to "rapid rate";
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(ii) In Section B - Principles and Objectives,of the Plan paragraph l(f),
the words "particularly natural, calamities" should be added;

fiii") In paragraph 5 of Section C, representatives thought something must
be mentioned about the effect of fertility and relationship to rates

of growth;

(iv) The participants thought the targets set-in paragraph 8 on mortality
were too ambitious. They hoped the necessary assistance would be
forthcoming to help to achieve those targets.

152 Finally, the Conference recommended that ECAs should convene a regional meeting
of all its member States early in 1975 to consider the final Plan adopted in Bucharest
and its implications for Africa. That meeting would also consider the desirability
of preparing a regional Plan and would 4iscuss the suggested measures for the Plan s
implementation as they affected Africa. In^hat; connexion the ECA;secretariat
was asked to prepare a project request for UNFPA. funding before the,end of June 1974 with
a view to its inclusion in the 1975 requests to UNFPA. UNFPA was urged to give high
priority to the financing of the meeting, whose venue was still to be decided.

153 The Conference also discussed and adopted a recommendation that ECA and OAU should
provide services to the African delegations.; at the World Population Conference, in
order to get them to adopt a co-ordinated stand on the topics discussed.

Other business

154. The Conference agreed that its next session should be held in tWP years' time
The representative of Senegal informed the Conference that his Government would
offer host facilities and that this would be confirmed to the ECA secretariat in
writing. The 'representative of the secretariat thanked liim and informed him that
the ECA would let his Government know the implications of its offer Vhen it was

received in official form. .'"'.. :' ' '

V l ''i:V,; '■ j } .'■■,'.

i !
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PART II

DRAFT RESOLUTION FOR ACTION BY THE COMMISSION.

ECA Population Programme

The Conference of Ministers, . -

Noting with satisfaction the results achieved by the Working Group on

Fertility Levels and Differentials in Africa and the Prospects for the Future,

which.met in December 1972, . . ,

Recalling various resolutions adopted by the United Nations General Assembly

and Economic and Social Council, recommendations made at the first session of the
Conference of African Demographers and certain information reports of the
Technical Committee of Experts,

*• Congratulates the ECA secretariat on its initiative in organizing the

meeting of the Working Group and hopes that similar meetings will be held at
regular intervals, preferably annually;

2. Acknowledges with gratitude that the United Nations, which has long been

aware of the population problems of the region, has decided to continue the study

of these problems as development factors by placing the means for their consideration
at the disposal of African Governments;

3* Deplores the lack of current statistical data on population variables,
including fertility, for most African countries, which has been reflected in

reports by the United Nations, ECA and the various participating Governments and

has persisted in spite of the progress made in the compiling of demographic
information;

4* Stresses the need for African Governments to have accurate data on the
various demographic components since such data are needed to ensure rational
planning and to speed up the development process;

5. Expresses its desire to see the following accomplished within the next
5 years:

(a) Full population censuses in all African countries;

(b) Periodic sample surveys on fertility;

(c) Periodic sample surveys on mortality;

(d) Establishment of a standardized and adapted system of civil registration;

(e) Household sample surveys;

(f) Establishment in all African countries of reliable, competent and well-
equipped statistical services with qualified staff trained with the
assistance of the United Nations:
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6. 6. Requests the United Nations Population Division to delegate the power

and funds needed to avoitfradmindstrative delays and to achieve greater efficiency

with regard to population matters;

7. Endorses the view that the question of family planning should be

decided upon individually by the Governments themselves but at the same time

advocates that family planning should become an integral part of development planning

and, in particular, of mother and child health care activities including considera

tions of the socio-economic conditions of mothers and children in Africa;

8.- Notes the growing awareness of population problems in Africa as evidenced ;

by the desire of 21 African countries to carry out censuses within the framework

of the African Census Programme .in the years immediately ahead, .

9. Expresses its concern about the lack of experts for the implementation .of-<

the African Census Programme1; ? '

10. Expresses satisfaction with the establishment and operation of the Demographic

Training and Research Centres ;in Accra^ and Youp4€ and with the continuation of .the.-
Cairo Demographic Centre. : ' ... : ,
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Annex II. RECOMMENDATIONS ENDORSED BY THE CONFERENCE OF AFRICAN DEMOGRAPHERS AT TT5
SECOND SESSION

1. RECOMMENDATION OF THE SEr'INAR ON STATISTICS AND STUDIES OF MIGRATION AND
URBANIZATION (Document E/CN.14/POP/77, para 133)

Statistics on miration and urbanization

(1) Study of the use of improved administrative censuses as an important
supplement to the population censuses, being undertaken for the first time by a number
of African countries under the African Census Programme.

African Census Programme

(2) African countries were urged to take advantage of the United Nations
programme of assistance and to see how their own resources could be used in order
to obtain on a continuing basis information and analysis of the implications and
interrelations of migration and urbanization together with other demographic, economic,
and social factors that are needed for national planning purposes.

Definition of urban population

P^ African demographers, statisticians, and planners were urged to study
the definition of urban population in greater detail taking into account their national
needs; ECAwas also requested to make further studies on the comparative analysis of the
problems of definition and measurement of urbanization in African countries.

*u iJf4J AS m °Perational definition for the purposes of international comparison,
the ECA secretariat agreed to expand the present definition to show, in separate
categories, in addition to towns of 20,000 and more persons, each administrative seat as
well as m places with populations between 5,000 to 20,000. To help the ECA secretariat
in these tasks, the countries were requested to provide the ECA secretariat with the
required data which would make such classification possible.

Distribution of population in Africa

(5) For a better picture of population distribution, it was necessary to
indicate the population density of subnational administrative units of the country, and ;
especially the density on cultivated land. In this connexion the ECA secretariat agreed
to revise the figures on population densities and urban population on the basis of more
up-to-date and more accurate data, to be obtained from the national offices.

Policies on internal migration and urbanization

(6) There were different correlations between urbanization and socio-
economic progress, and the process of urbanization and internal migration had
to be regulated and brought into the i&ain stream of economic and social development
of the country according to its national need. The most realistic approach
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to stopping the short-term deleterious effects of unregulated rural-urban migration
had been considered that of promoting economic development in the cities, towns and rural
areas along with the provision of facilities for education, sanitation, and other types
of services, etc.

(7) The Seminar noted ?.nd endorsed the discussion of questions at the -
African Population Conference. Th£,t Conference had considered that a principal
component of any realistic population policy in African countries must include
the question of land ownership and must recognize the complementarity of settlement
types ^'rural, semi-urban, and that the urban system itself must be organized so that
it could generate growth and development for the regional populations and for the
country as a whole. It had also noted that population policies in Africa must not

be preoccupied with family planning only but should emphasize positive policies such as
planned redistribution of population and underline the developmental planned integrative
significance of such programmes: the acceptance o£ such a policy could thus have the same
effect of stimulating interest in family planning." The Conference had also noted that
social programmes*-education, and health services contributed considerably to increasing
the capacity and receptivity on the population-/itself ensuring the success of spatial
redistribution programmes.

Research problems and techniques of migration and urbanization analysis

(8) For a proper understanding of the process of migration and urbanization, it
was important to have, in addition to,the magnitude and direction of population flows,
information on motivation (economic, education,, social, religious, etc/), and all the
different moves along with other related personal characteristics such as economic
activities (including productivity), income, education and skills and other social and
demographic characteristics (including fertility and mortality, customs of marriage
and divorce, weaning habits, abortions, etc.) as well us environmental and ecological .--"■"-
factors such as the type of housing, availability of schools, public health facilities*Y
water services, sewage, distance from the pripiate or the principal cities, etc., kinship
factors; resettlement and types; natural and health hazards and the effect of
political decisions; change of land use. Such information, when collected, would make
a study ^f ^er!">laticn5 of n^grrtion measures such as life time and current migra
tion and their interrelations with the different economic and social factors possible.

(9) The Seminar also discussed the question of the possible effect of female .
employment on fertility in Africa and agreed on the need to have more detailed information
and analysis on this. ' . . ■ :

(10) As the factors influencing the family size especially in the urban areas
act in different directions and vary in force,.depending on the economic and social
conditions, a study of these factors would provide a clear^i? picture of the pattern of '
interrelations, trends and prospects and the help required in planning for economic
and social development. ' : ■
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Work programme of EGA and the United Nations

(11) The Seminar noted with satisfaction that the programme of work of the

EGA secretariat included studies of the review on policies and programmes on

urbanization and population distribution and that an expert group was planned to

be organizsd in 1973 on national population policies including urbanization and

population distribution.

(12) The Seminar urged upon the United Nations Statistical Office to estab-

liSi a post of interregional adviser on sampling who could service the African

Census Programme and other programmes operating in the African countries.

2. RECOMMENDATION OF THE SEMINAR ON TECHNIQUES OF EVALUATION OF BASIC DEMOGRAPHIC

DATA (Document E/CN.14/CAD.2/5, para. 226)

Collection and evaluation of demographic data

(i) Recognizing that the evaluation of census results through post-enumeration

surveys has been a recent phenomenon for a number of countries with long

traditions of census-taking, such as the USA, the UK and India, the

Seminar regretted nevertheless that post-census checks did not form an

integral part of the African census programme while, according to the

United Nations definition^ a population census should include the

evaluation of the data; the Seminar recommended that plans for evaluation

of census and sample survey data be developed by the United Nations and

the ECA and placed for consideration before the Conference of African

Statisticians and the Conference of African Demographers. With a view to

having such plans integrated into the design and conduct of population
censuses and surveys.

(ii) A list be prepared by the ECA secretariat showing the items the
: individual African countries had included or would be including in the

1970 round of population censuses.

(iii) The Seminar hoped that the Regional Institute for Population Studies

in Accra and the Xnstitut de formation et de recherche d£mographiques

in Yaounde would, in collaboration with ECA, undertake the evaluation and
adjustment of demographic data for the countries in the region.

(iv) The Seminar welcomed the development of a plan of assistance by

the United Nations and ECA to the African countries in undertaking

multi-subject household sample surveys that would provide, among

others, information on population dynamics and their inter-relations

with socio-economic variables.
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Post-enumeration surveys . .

(v) The'ECA secretariat should update its study on post-enumeration surveys

tn Africa bringing in recent experience. \

Preparation of manuals

(vi) Emphasizing the importance of a manual on demographic concepts and

definitions adapted to African conditions, already under preparation by .

the ECA secretariat pursuant to ECA resolution 230(X), the Seminar

recommended that a Working Group be convened to consider the draftsof

the Manual.

Age data • ■' '' .'. ' ,..',.

(vii) The Seminar endorsed the African Recommendations for tabulating the

age data by single years, at least for. the rural and the urban areas .

and by five-year age groups by each civil division, and emphasized the

need for publishing details about field instructions and aids in the

T ' collection of data,' including that on age. ;

Geographical distribution^ urbanization and migration . -

(viii) Intensive' studies should be undertaken by national offices, institutions
' !; 'and ECA on the collection and analysis of the 4$ta on geographical

distribution, urbanization, and migration in order to provide methodological

guidelines, In countries where nomadism prevails, the. demographic trends
•lf of the nomadic populations should be studied taking into account; the
1 effect of social and economic development.

Economic activities

(ix) tfc^ ECA secretariat should update its studies on the problems of measuring
the economically active population in Africa and of evaluating the data

on economic activity.

(x) . A study be made, of the nature ai$ extent fc£ comparability of the jdata

on economic activities obtained from population censuses, with thpSQ

obtained from other sources such as labour force surveys, socio-economic

surveys, unemployment registration, etc. . 4,

Use of demographic data and analysis in development' planning *

(xi) Welcoming the list of tables for demographically-lihked studies

needed for planning, the seminar suggested that a priority phasing of

the recommended tabulations be established and also their division into

primary, secondary, and tertiary sectors.
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Demographic training-and researclyin^Africa

fxiii The Institutes in-Accra and Younde should co-operate in

feS£
Demography, and Demographic Sample Surveys. - r

coordination should be established, betwe^t

fxiv) The Beainar urSed upon the African governments to utilise fully
the capacities o£ -.he three United. Nations-sponsored Institutes

in Accra, Cairo, ?r.d YcundS.

Problems

information

and Use

(wi)

The Seminar emphasized the need for co-ordination at thg national
level between the eoveraaent departments and institutions of .•,
-esea-cn and even within some universities where demographic
programmes iire undertaken by more than one unit, .■.:

The Seminar recormended the exchange of qualified persons engaged in
v iuatic- and analysis of demographic data among the African

s and urged upon the United Nations and EGA to arrange these

General

(will)

p that the procedures for evaluation should be built into
^J^«e™« $ dUgrapuic data collection, the Seminar »hm
?he preparation of a "standardized frria for collecting, processing and
analysing ths needed data for evaluation.

Recognizing the value of the technical papers P^sentpd at the
; Seminar and the discussions, the Seminar recommended that its
report and a selected number of technical papers be Pointed ,

;'undW the £CA's AfriMn_Po£ulatio2_Studies series in order to
ensure the widesTpSIilble dissemiantion, especially within the

region . ' . '
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3. RECOMMENDATIONS BY THE MEETING ON TRAINING IN DEMOGRAPHY AND POPULATION

PROGRAMMES (Document E/CN.14/CAD.2/11, paras 90-101)

Information services and clearing house activities
' W" ' — J-^1PIH II I ' I "i| 1^ L I ■■!■■■ II"

A survey-of existing training and research institutes dealing with population in

the region should be organized by the ECA secretariat.

ECA should expand its information services and clearing house activities in

order to provide the African countries with services comparable to those given
in other regions. Bibliographies of the literature on African Demography should
also be established, starting with specific subjects. The Newsletters of the

regional training centres and ECA could be utilized for publishing interim or
summary results of research and studies and review articles.

Appropriate reading and teaching materials adapted to African conditions
should be prepared inter alia, by, the regional training centres.

Functions of United Nations-sponsored centres

The interdisciplinary^natbre .of -population: has to be recognized and emphasis
given to the need to involve both locaj. experts in different subjects and the

experts from United Nations and non*-United Nations organisations in their relevant

areas of competance in training and research programmes while the centres will

have to be responsive to African needs, the African Governments are urged to
utilize fully the training and research facilities. In collaboration with national
and international organizations, the^-centres could provide the nucleus for
developing methodologies both for -surveys and analysis adapted to lcoal conditions.

On request, they could provide services to university and Government departments.

When required, pre-term orientation courses in specific subject fields

should be organized for the trainees and they are expected to increase the rates
in examinations.

Training courses should include-fieId experience.

Measures should be taken by centres whose diplomas are not equivalent to
university certificates, diplomas and degrees.

Heads of national statistical Offices and other departments are urged to
provide, subject to considerations of confidentiality, the data and tables

needed by the centres for Use in training and research, it being understood

that the results of analysis should be of benefit to the countries■ .themselves-

The possibility of one-year intensive course at IFORD for those with an

adequate background leading to a diploma shpuld be explored.
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Middle-level courses

The demographic content of the existing middle-level statistical courses

should be strengthened; middle-level courses could, depending upon demand, be

organized at the regional training centres.

Short-term courses

Short-term courses of different types and duration could be organized:
(a) short-duration fornms or symposia on population matters for policy-makers;

(b) longer courses for administrators; (c) demographic courses for those with
no advanced demographic training; (d) refresher and specialized courses on
selected topics. Mobile short-term courses could also be organized.




